INTRODUCTION
Interfaces play an important role in structural performance of composite materials, which are widely used in many industrial applications. Composite materials are usually made in layered structure, where two adjacent materials are bonded together along their common faces. Therefore, the inspection technique for determining the quality of the bonding interface is of great interest. The elastic wave scattering method for characterization is often used for this purpose [1] .
In this study, we focus our attention on the problem of the elastic wave scattering by an interface crack in layered structure. In References [2] and [3] , it has been shown that the interface crack between two solids can be characterized by the amplitude spectra of scattered waves. The spectrum analysis has been proved to be a good method for crack size estimation in high frequency range(2kL a > Jr, 2a is crack length). However for a small crack (kLa < 1), the spectrum analysis method would become difficult in crack size detection, because of the limitation of the actual transducer bandwidth. In this case, the characteristics of the scattering amplitude in low frequency range would be of more interest. The aim of this paper is to make clear the behavior of the scattering amplitude in low frequency range. In the process the complete multi-scattering in the upper solid layer is considered and the present formulation can be applied to the scattering problem of the layer with any thickness. It is shown here that the amplitude spectra of scattered waves by the interface cracks of different size are different in low frequency range as well as at the resonance point of the layer.
PROBLEM STATEMENT
The layered structure of interest is illustrated in Figure 1 which is regarded as an interface crack. When the bonding layer is thin enough, both interface Bl and debonded area S can be described by spring model as was done in Ref. [2] . The boundary conditions at the interface Bl (X2 = 0) between two 
where p is the wave pressure in water; PF is mass density of water; and w is angular frequency of incident wave. Vectors nand s are normal and tangential unit vectors to the interface Bo.
FREE-FIELD SOLUTIONS
Free-field distribution could be calculated by considering the interface between two solids with no debonded part [4] . The distribution of free waves in three regions are described in Figure 2 . For the oblique incidence from water, there is one reflected wave in water, four multi-reflected partial waves in solid D, and two transmitted waves in solid fJ. All these free waves are expressed by given in Equations (3a, b,c), and Equations (4b,c) into boundary conditions of interface Bl in Equations (la,b). Seven equations are for seven unknown coefficients, so the free-field can be obtained.
NEAR-FIELD SOLUTIONS
The total wave field in each region is the combination of free wave field and scattered field and expressed by
where p'c, ufc and ufc are scattered waves in water Do, solid D and solid D, respectively. The boundary integral equations for scattered waves in three regions are given by [2, 5] ~pSC(x) = -J P(x, y){n(y where P and Uij are fundamental solutions for the liquid and the solid full spaces, respectively.
Substitution of Equations (5a,b,c) into Equations (6a,b,c) and the use of boundary conditions in Equations (la, b) and (3a, b) lead to the boundary integral equations for the total wave field. Through the discretization of boundary integral equations and using boundary constraint condition in Equation (3c), we can get the system of coupled equations with unknown quantity of p, u and ft. The system can be solved for the given free-field. The crack opening displacement [Uj) on the interface crack S can be obtained as 
pSC(x) = Is Gj(x,y){Uj(Y) -uj(y)}ds y (8)
where Gj is the Green's function which represents the scattered pressure at point x in water caused by a unit discontinuity of displacement component in xj-direction at a point y on interface crack S. The boundary conditions to determine the Green's function can be written as 
where j denotes the component of displacement source which causes the scatter- In the far-field of kFlxl ~ 1 and Ixl ~ Iyl(y E S), by using the steepest descent method [6] , the Green's function OJ can be expressed approximately as
where 8", =arcsin( -xl/Ix!) is the observation angle. Substitution of Equation (14) into Equation (8) First, to check the present method for layered structure, we let both solids be the same material, steel. Thus, the problem is reduced to the scattering by a crack in a homogeneous solid near liquid-solid interface which has been investigated in Ref. [5] . The results of scattered amplitude in normal direction to the interface for a normal incidence (80 = 0) as a function of akF comparing with the results in Ref. [5] are presented in Figure 5 . Here, d is the thickness of solid layer D (in Ref. [5] ' it is the depth of the crack from the interface). It can be seen that they agree well. Figure 6 shows the scattering amplitudes versus d/a as a function of akF by the interface crack in the structure of water/steel/aluminum. For the same crack size a, when the distance d between crack and interface Bo increases, the peak value of the scattering amplitude will decrease and peak position will shift to high frequency. In other words, for a certain thickness d, the larger the crack size, the large the peak of scattering amplitude and the lower frequency point the peak appears at.
Figure 7(a) shows the same results as those in Figure 6 but for different ajd and as a function of dkL (kL is the wave number of longitudinal wave in steel). We can see that the peak of scattering amplitude is larger and shifts to lower frequency for the crack of larger size.
All the results in Figures 5 "" 7( a) discussed above are in the case of low frequency range (akL ~ akF/4 < 1). In more high frequency range, one can image that the resonance phenomenon due to the multi-reflections in solid layer D will occur. The example for the structure of water/steel/aluminum is shown in Figure   7 (b). Here, we can see that (l)the resonances appear at the positions near dkL = 11", (2)the resonance peaks are much larger than those in low frequency range, (3)for the crack of larger size, the resonance peak of scattering amplitude is also larger. 
